
01.06.20

Write out these sentences making  sure you put the commas in where they need to go.

Remember to start your sentence with a capital letter and end them with a full stop.

To make  a  cake  I  will  need  flour  eggs  milk  sugar and butter.

Bob  has  got  a  hat  sunglasses  shorts  a  bucket  and  a  spade.



02.06.20
Can you remember what plants need to grow?

Write down all the fruits and vegetables that you would like to grow. Then write one thing that 
you could make with each item. 
For example:
potatoes - mashed potatoes
apples - apple pie

Once you've written down a few, try to write a sentence listing which things you would grow. 

Remember to use commas in your list.

For example,

In  my  garden  I  will  grow  carrots , peas , parsnips  and  sprouts.



03.06.20

Some fruits and vegetables have great shapes and we can make really fun character from them.
Draw three fruits or vegetables and then draw a face on each of them. Once you've done this you can add 
some clothes and accessories on them too. Once you've finished, pick a name for each of them. Some example 
names could be: Colin the Carrot or Sammy the Strawberry.

Once you have your three characters, write a sentence for each of them introducing who they are and listing 
the interesting features on them. 

Remember to use commas in your lists.

For example,

Colin the super carrot can fly, run very fast and punch through 
brick walls.



04.06.20

Using your characters created yesterday to make a 
story board for your vegetable characters. 

Colin the super carrot, Pat the 

pea and Professor Parsnip

get together to defeat bad 
guys.

They use nets, cages, ropes 
and traps to catch evil 
vegetables. 

The super veg caught the evil 
bean. The evil bean has a red 
cape, a black top hat and cool 
sunglasses. 


